








PAC (Planning and Advisory Commission),  seven years 
ago, allowed 250, 000 TEU’s for SIMTA.

Why would the NSW Government now approve – another 
250,000 TEU’s without any published modelling work 
showing how the traffic will work?

We are still waiting to see reputable traffic modelling 
including workable solutions to traffic being divulged with 
costings!!!!! 

For more than five years 









The government has spent an excess of over half a million dollars building the traffic 
model but we have not been given access to the results. It is well known form many 
organisations that we are keenly waiting for this model indicated by the presentations 
we have given.

I feel that we are being deliberately kept away as we would be able to 
analyse the model with a professional eye and pick up errors as we have 
done in the past.

This might mean that the traffic issues may be shown to be incorrectly represented 
and that the solutions given for the traffic issues may not work or that they are 
prohibitively costly.









My husband and I, as traffic modellers, believe that the 
area surrounding the intermodal will not cope with the 
resulting traffic from 250 000 TEU’s let alone approving 
another 250 000 TEU’s for Moorebank Intermodal 
West.



There is no recognition of the updates identified by

• Liverpool council
• Bankstown council
• Campbelltown council
• TfNSW
• M5 Widening
• SIMTA’s report itself

necessary for our roads to function properly.

Liverpool Roads that Require Updating
Literature Review

















The traffic modelling does 
not reflect these issues.

We have been asking for the 
modelling to be done 
reputably for 5 years.



From these bodies it can be seen that there are 34 
locations which require attention. Many of these 
are updates on bridges. 

Refer to our book ‘Moorebank Intermodal Better 
Options’ for references.





On 14th November 2012, Robin Renwick, First Assistant Secretary, Moorebank Project Office, 
Department of Finance and Deregulation, in his speech at the Liverpool Chamber of 
Commerce, stated that some 1250 ha of potential warehousing around Liverpool was available 
to support the Moorebank Intermodal. He encouraged the Chamber to take up the challenge 
and support the Intermodal for the good of the local community by developing these lands as 
warehousing.

1250 ha of potential warehousing land outside the 
Intermodal

Robin Renwick encouraged these potential 1250 hectares of 
land to be taken up for warehousing in support of the 
intermodal.









As well there are 215 000 square metre gross floor area for warehouse use in 
Moorebank Intermodal West.
We discuss how warehousing makes many smaller vehicles from the one larger TEU 
so adding to the number of trips coming from the intermodal. Please refer to our first 
book Moorebank Intermodals – Key assumptions Require Deeper Scrutiny 
explaining this issue.
This also seems to be ignored by the reviews despite our request for it to be included 
in the traffic model.

Estimating Extra Traffic due to Warehousing Inside the 
Intermodal

Compare with an existing intermodal



The traffic modelling for the 
warehousing is 
unacceptable.

We asked for the modelling 
to be done reputably.
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governments aware of these 
costs? If not who pays? Should the 

proponent at least contribute to 
these costs?



I really do not understand why the 
experts seem to have so much difficulty 
working out that there are huge traffic 
issues in our area!!!!!































In toll road modelling the purpose seems to 
be to deceive with the highest possible traffic flows. 

Currently all four toll road companies are having robust 
discussions with lawyers because the modelled flows were 
too high making investors think that it would be profitable.

In Intermodal modelling the purpose seems to be to deceive with the 
lowest possible traffic flows. 

This makes the government think that there is limited 
infrastructure required for the intermodal to work.

I believe this is deception.





Why did Senator 
Abetz, convinced 
that Moorebank 
should not go ahead, 
change his mind 
when he returned to 
Canberra?  

Unless the modelling 
is done correctly 
how do the decision 
makers know there 
is a problem?????





I put it to the Commissioners that there is no science to support the 
Moorebank Intermodal

In the video I submitted other issues presented are
• no urgency for the planning to go ahead
• why the original BCR is not correct
• residences within 200 metres 
• original planning 40 years ago - two extra highways 

included that have never been built
• warehousing takes space without supplying many, much 

needed jobs to Liverpool
• other locations which would make for better science





I put it to the Commissioners that there is no science to support the 
Moorebank Intermodal and that nothing should be approved until 

• all reports stand up to professional and transparent scrutiny 
covering transport modelling, cost/benefit analysis, social and 
environmental impacts and

• the full modelling results from the new picture, which is a 
combined SIMTA-MICL (Moorebank Intermodal  West) 
operation, have been examined ethically and transparently. 

There is no urgency!!!

If the Moorebank Intermodal West concept plan is accepted 
prematurely then the government could be in for some expensive 
shocks and hundreds of thousands of people could be unnecessarily 
disadvantaged.

Allowing another 250,000 TEU’s should be put on hold at least until 
the new whole SIMTA-MICL operation has been examined.  



We have a huge amount of information, emails, 
recorded conversations etc. and now you know. 

If this development fails, I certainly would not want to 
be the person standing before an investigation 
explaining why the intermodal has not worked for the 
shareholders/public and why such deception has been 
allowed.

Sadly for us, while I have respect for you as individuals 
IPC (Independent Planning Commission Panel)
is probably less powerful and less independent than 
the image it portrays.



















The intermodal approval lets Cube & Aurizon (the owner of the SIMTA) and M7  operators 
profit.
I believe our government is being influenced to approve the intermodal.

I have this belief because the “mistakes” are not random. The “mistakes” appear to  always 
deliberately manipulate the numbers in favour of building the intermodal at Moorebank. 
“Mistakes” include

1. Misconception - Moorebank needs to be built urgently presumably so that 
Moorebank can get a share in the freight uptake before other intermodals are 
built.

2. Misconception - the cost/benefit analysis shows benefits higher than they should 
be. Mode shift is incorrect.

3. Misconception - the cost/benefit analysis does not include costs of infrastructure 
that would come from transparent, reputable professional transport modelling. 

4. The incompatible land use is ignored
5. The limited rail capacity is glossed over
6. There are better solutions

These misconceptions and oversites make the government think that Moorebank should go 
ahead to the advantage of CUBE logistics, Aurizon and the M7 operators at the expense of 
the taxpayer.
I believe this manipulation is deliberate deceit!

Misconceptions and Oversights





Why did MICL change the port estimates for 
growth on their website but continue to use 
the highest possible estimate on national 
news?

This makes it look like Moorebank needs to 
be built urgently so that it will gain market 
share because other Intermodals are a more 
logical choice. (Better solutions discussed 
below show why other intermodals are 
amore logical choice) 
I believe this is deception.

1) Misconception that Moorebank needs to be built urgently -
Predictions for future freight growth hugely overestimated
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